an unencumbered oasis of calm

Rugged materials • Smooth, easy-to-clean finishes
Simple, quick installation • Affordable • Outstanding service and support
Bathe with abandon.

The freestanding Seamount™ bath quickly becomes the focal point of any bathroom. Its crisp, clean lines draw your attention, and the bath’s thoughtful features keep it. The ergonomic design increases the length of the bathing well while offering lumbar support at both ends of the bath, so even tall bathers can stretch out in comfort and relax at either end. The bath includes a wide deck along one side to simplify faucet placement and installation and to provide extra support when getting in and out of the bath.

Versatile, as well as stylish, the Seamount bath can be installed as a freestanding, a drop-in or an undermount bath, depending on your needs. Designed to last, the bath itself is constructed of stain- and chip-resistant material to resist marring, scratching, fading and mildew.

HYTEC® — a union of practicality and design

The HYTEC line is valued by contracting and plumbing professionals as well as remodelers for quality, design, function and service. Like every HYTEC product, the new Seamount bath combines rugged materials and shimmering, colourful finishes.

The list of comfort and convenience options includes KOHLER Full Line and High Fashion colours and a number of enhanced bathing options.

Seamount models 3980S and AC3985 are available with the following enhanced bathing options:

BT: BubbleAir™ system
BTCE: BubbleAir with chromatherapy

Note: Model 3980F is not available with enhanced bathing options.

For additional specification drawings, please visit hytec.ca.

Hytec’s longstanding reputation as Western Canada’s leading manufacturer of quality bath products is supported with a comprehensive warranty. All acrylic and gelcoat products manufactured by Hytec are covered by a five-year limited warranty from the date of sale to the original owner. All HYTEC bathing fixtures comply with the applicable Canadian Standards.

For more HYTEC product information, call 800-871-8311 or visit hytec.ca.